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Abstract

Tlis paper investigates the relation between

declarative and procedural accounts of adversar-

ial legal argument. A three- leveled model is pro-

posed, where a formal argumentation framework

is built around a logical system and itself embed-

ded in a dialectical protocol for dispute, in such

a way that, each time a party adds or retracts

information, the argumentation framework re-

assesses the resulting state of the dispute. The

proposed link between the first, logical level and

an argumentation framework obviates the need

for nonrnonotonic logics at the first level, while

the proposed link between declarative and proce-

dural models of argumentation enables us to re-

gard induction and analogy not as forms of infer-

ence but as heuristics for introducing premises.

1 Introduction

With respect to normative models of legal argu-

ment, early criticism in AI and Law of e.g. [16]
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that logical methods neglect, the adversarial asp-

ects of legal reasoning has been addmsscd by

work on logical argumentat ion [rall~cworks (e.g.

[18, 13, 17, 11]. Such systems (below AF’s) take

as input a sel of premises plus a set of criteria [or

comparing conflicting arguments, and they pro-

duce as output an assessment of all argu]ncnts

that are possible given the prelnism. Typically,

this assessment tells us with which a dispute can

be won or lost and which arguments Icavc the

dispute undecided.

Another recent development i ti AI and I,aw

is the construction of procedural, in particular

dialectical models of legal argulnellt ( [9, 10]).

‘1’hcse models are inspired by ‘~oull~}in’s [19, pp.

7-8] advice that logicians who wal~ t (o l~i~rn

about reasoning in practice, should t urn away

from mathematics and il~stead SIUCly ju rispru -

dence, since outside mathematics (he validity of

arguments would not depend on their s,ylltactic

form but on the disputatiolial process in which

they have been defended. Accordiljg to ‘1’oulmin

an argument is valid if it can stand against, crit-

icism in a properly conducted dispule, and the

task of Iogiciam is to find criteria for when a dis-

pute has been conducted properly; moreover, he

thinks that the law, with its cm phasis on proce-

dures, is an excellent place to find such criteria.

In agreement with this, the procedural lrlodcls of

adversarial argumentation st atc criteria for the

fair and effective regulation of dispute.

Are the declarative and procedural models ri-

vals of each other or do these theories ad(lress

different, although related issues? ‘l’l) is question
will be the topic of the present paper, which thus

is not, about descriptive but, about, normative thc-
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ories of legal argument. l’he discussion will be

informal, focusing on the underlying ideas rather

than on technical issues. For details on formal-

isation and implementation the reader should

consult the publications referred to in this paper.

After outlining the main ideas behind declarative

(section 2) and procedural (section 3.1) models of

argument ation, I will, in section 3.2, argue that

standard logic, argumentation frameworks and

dialectical protocols are not rivals of each other

but that they should be combined in a three-

leveled model of legal argument. In the remain-

ing sections I investigate this model in more de-

tail, in particular, how nonrnonotonic logics and

theories of induction and analogy fit into it.

2 Declarative argumentation

- frameworks

In this section I will give an informal sketch of

the main conceptual ideas behind existing AF’s.

Recall that such systems give an assessment of

arguments on the basis of given premises and or-

dering criteria. AF’s have also been developed

outside AI and law (although the term ‘AF’ is

mine). In philosophy Pollock (e.g. [12]) should

be mentioned, who has analyzed epistemological

issues in terms of constructing and comparing ar-

guments, while in Artificial-Intelligence research

AF’s have been developed as a reformulation of

([3, 7]) or an alternative for ([18, 20]) earlier for-

malisations of nonmonotonic reasoning.

Roughly, AF’s contain the following five ele-

ments, although sometimes implicitly. First they

have an underlying logic, after which they define

a corresponding notion of an argument. Next,

AF’s define when an argument is in conflict with,

or attacked by other arguments. AF’s also offer

way~ of compziring an argument with its attack-

ers and, finally, on the basis of these elements

they define the ultimate status of an argument,

typically in terms of three classes: arguments

with which you can ‘win), respectively, ‘lose) a

dispute, and arguments which leave the dispute

undecidecl. These five elements will now be dis-

cussed in separate subsections.

2.1 The underlying logic

AF’s are built around an underling logic, i.e.

around a formal sysiem deJining a relation 01

necessary consequence betlween sets of premises

and conclusions. Some AF’s assume a particu-

lar logic: for example, [13] is based on default

logic, wit h its threeplace domain specific infer-

ence rules, while [18, 10, 11, 17] assunle a similar

language with twoplace meta.linguistic conuec-

tives. Other systems, e.g. [20, 7], leave the un-

derlying logic partly or wholly unspecified; thus

these systems can be instantiated with various

alternative logics.

2.2 Arguments

In natural language the term ‘argument’ is am-

biguous. It can, for inst ante, be used in the sense

of ‘reason’, as in ‘An argument for dismissing you

is that you are always late’. However, in this

paper such reason statements, which state con-

tingent, relations between propositions, will be

regarded as premises, while the term argument

will be used if relations between propositions are

stated that are in some sense necessary.

In particular, in AF’s an argument corre-

sponds to a proof in the underlying logic. This

is a rather technical use of the term ‘argument’,

which should not be confused with the broader

meaning it often has in AI and. law, when it de-

notes a move or a sequence of moves in a dis-

pute. To see the difference, if the underlying

logic is standard deductive logic, then “Accord-

ing to Section 1612 of the Dutch Civil Code

(B W) selling a home does not terminate an ex-

isting lease contract, the house which I lease has

been sold, so my lease contract has not, been term-

inated” is an AF argument, while the same in-

formation with “the house has been donated” in-

stead of “sold” is not an AF argument; however,

it can very well be an argument in the broader

sense: for instance, it can be a lnove drawing an

analogy bet ween selling and donating. For more

on this difference see section 4.2.
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2.3 Conflicts between arguments

The previous two notions still fit with the stan-

dard picture of what a logical system is. In fact,

their inclusion in an Al? is the link between the

first two levels of the three-leveled model of le-

gal argument we are aiming at. The remaining

three elements are what makes an AF a frame-

work for adversarial argumentation. The first is

the notion of a conflict between arguments. Its

most common form is what I will, following Pol-

lock [12], call rebutting arguments. This is when

their respective conclusions are deductively in-

consistent, as the conclusions of the above argu-

ment that selling the house has not terminated

the existing lease contract, and the argument,

“161* J3W says that selling terminates an exist-

ing lease contract if in this contract the tenant

has given his assent ,1 the tenants have given their

assent in the lease contract, so it has been termi-

nated>’. Clearly the rebut relation is symmetric.

However, also a form of conflict exists which is

not symmetric. The first argument can also be

attacked by the argument “According to section

6:2-( 2) B W a rule binding upon a creditor-debtor

relation does not apply if application is unrea-

sonable, a“ tenancy is a creditor-debtor relation,

applying 1612 J3W to cases where the new owner

is homeless is unreasonable, the new owner is

homeless, so 1612 BW does not apply to this

case”. Clearly this form of attack, for which I

will use Pollock’s term undercutting attack, is

not symmetric, since the other argument does

not challenge the attacking argument in any way.

Some argumentation frameworks that allow for

undercut ting arguments are [12, 7, 14].

2.4 Standards for comparing argu-

ments

When in a dispute arguments conflict, this is not
the end of the debate. Instead, people try to

convince each other that their argument is bet-

ter than its counterarguments. The second char-

acteristic element of an AF, then, is an ordering

1 For the sake of illustration I here assume that rule

and exception are expressed separately; in fact they are

combined in 1612 13W.

on arguments. Often this ordering is based on

an ordering of the premises mcd by the argw

rnents. In logic and AI much attcntioa is paid to

the so-called ‘specificity principle’, which gives

preference to the argulnent that uses the most,

specific information. IIowever, in legal refison-

ing specificity, or ‘I,ex Specialism’. is only oI~c of

the possible ordering criteria and not eve]] the

mast important< one. In fact, all sorts 0[ criteria

are used. Legal systems try to anticipate such

debates, by stating criteria ill advance. ral~ging

from completely general principles like Lcx Spe-

cialis or rJex l>ost!erior, i.e. ‘th~ later rllie has pri-

ority over the earlier rule’, to more special rules

like ‘Statutory rules about Iabour col~tra.cts pre-

cede statutory rules about, O(her l,vpes of cot)-

tracts’ (section 1637 of the IIutcb Civil Code).

However, as so often also in this respect legisla-

tors cannot foresee everything: oft cn lnet a prim

ciples are themselves in con flict,: [or instance, if

the geueral rule 1612 BW, respcctiilg t be existing

lease contract, is later than the exceplion 161*

BW in case of earlier consent by {he tcnanls,

then IJex Specialis, giving priority to the argw

ment with 161*, is in conflict, with I,cx l}oste-

rior. When such conflicts happen, an ordering

of the met aprinciples needs to be invoked but,

in most legal systelms tlhis orderiag is far from

clearly defined, which leaves rooll~ for debate.

Such debates are particularly frequent if tl]e ‘ot~-

ject level’ conflict concerns the il)tt:r]>rctatioll of

opemtextured concepts: if for solving such cow

fiicts ally legal guidelines are available at, all, they

are of such a diverse and tent ativc nature tb at

there is ample room for debate.

These observations imply th ilt iill argu me)) ta-

tion framework can require only sonic very Iuiw

imal formal properties of a billar.v ordering on

arguments, for exam pie, tlran siti vity ( althollgh

even this criterion is debatable) and noncircw

larity; for the rest it should leave room for any

way of defining the ordering, Jn otfler words,

the criteria for conflict resolution are not, a lllatJ-

ter of logic: they cannot be b~lilt into t,lie se-

mantics or proof theory of a logic, as, for in-

stance, [2] do with specificity. Coa (Iict resolution

should be modelled outside tl~e underlying logic.

Moreover, al~ AF should be able to [orlna]isc cie-
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bates about the argument ordering, a topic which

is beginning to receive atteution; for instance,

Brewka [4], inspired by [9], has formalised rea-

soning about priorities in his prioritised version

of default logic, while [14] study this issue in the

context of an argumentation framework.

2.5 The assessment of argmments

Since attacking arguments can themselves be at-

tacked by other arguments, comparing just pairs

of arguments is not sufficient; what is also needed

is a definition that determines the status of ar-

guments on the basis of all ways in which they

interact. It is this definition that can be used by

a procedural model of dispute for determining
the outcome of a dispute. In the informal analy-

sis I will use the terms ‘justified’, ‘defeated’ and

‘defensible’ arguments for, respectively, those ar-

guments with which a dispute can be won or lost

and which leave the dispute undecided.

A definition of a justified argument has to

cope with several situations. It must first re-

flect the step-by-step nature of argumentation:

an argument cannot be justified if one of its sub-

arguments is not justified. For instance, the

argument wit h 6:2- (2), st sting that applying

1612 13W is unreasonable if the new owner is

homeless has a subargument claiming that the

new owner is homeless; now a successful attack

on this subargurnent should prevent the entire

argument from being justified. The definition

should also allow for reinstatement, i.e. for ar-

guments helping arguments that cannot defend

themselves. The argument applying 1612 B W

cannot defend itself against the undercutting ar-

gument with 6:2- (2) BW, but if the latter is de-

feated by the attack on its subargument for the

new owner being homeless, that attack reinstates

the argument applying 1612 B W.

3 Procedural models and their

relation to logics and AF’s

3.1 Procedural models

Toulmin himself has not carried out his sugges-
tion of studying the procedural aspects of reason-

ing but his challenge has been take]l up {Iy otl-

ers. Rescher [15] has sketched a clialectical model

of scientific reasoning. Among other tllillgs he

claims that such a model can explain the feasi-

bility y of inductive argunlents: they must be acc-

epted if they cannot be success full~~ CIIallenged

in a properly conducted scientific dispute, A for-

mal reconstruction of Rescher’s model has been

given by [5]. Also Loui [10] defends that the ra-

tionality .of the outcome of a dispute depends on

the procedural aspects of the dispute. Accorcl-

ing to him this explains why nondet erm inistic

reasoning can st,ill be rational. Loui also studies

cornput ational aspects of dialectical protocols, in

particular how they can be used to comt,rain

search (see for that also [21] ). Cjordon [9], too,

adheres to the procedural view of rationality. I [e

has formally defined and implemented a proce-

dura~ model called the ‘Pleadings C;ame’, that is

based on Alexy’s [1] discourse theorj? of legal ar-

gumentation, in particular on Alexy’s t Ilesis that

a judicial decision is presumably correct if the

procedure by which it was reached. was fair. The

Pleadings Game mediates the pleadings phase of

civil cases: it regulates the moves of the parties

(e.g. ‘A party may defeat the rebuttal of a sLlp-

porting argument for one of his own claims, if

the claim is an issue’, ‘a party may not attack

the same argument twice with the same coum

terargument’); it determines the relative force of

the arguments put forward; and it checks w]iich

issues have been solved and whic]l remain.

In sum, procedural models define the proper

way in which a disputational process should be

conducted: they identify the possible moves of

the parties and sometimes also their rights and

obligations, they keep track of the issues and

they determine when a dispute has been won or

lost. The leading idea is that rationality has a

procedural side: the more fair and efrective a pro-

tocol for dispute is, the more likely it is that the

outcome is correct.

3.2 Three levels in argumentation

Are these procedural models of argumentation ri-

vals of standard logic, as Toulrniu intended them

to be? If we look more closely, we see that they
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are not; instead, they presuppose, or are built

around a logic. For example, one of the procedu-

ral rules above says that a party may not contrad-

ict hirnselfi clearly, whether this happens is de-

termined by logic. Also the question whether an

argument supports its conclusion at all, i.e. with-

out even looking at possible count erargu ments,

is determined by an underlying view on the re-

lation between premises and conclusions of an

argument, i.e. by an underlying logic.

Is standard logic the only useful formal tool

for a procedural model? Again closer inspection

reveals that it is not: a standard logical system

does no more than relating premises with con-

clusions: the question it is supposed to answer

is whether of any given premises-conclusion pair

that can be expressed in its language the con-

clusion indeed follows from the premises. Yet a

procedural model of argumentation presupposes

more. For example, the abovernentioned rules

of Gordon’s Pleadings Game use the terms ‘de-

feat’, ‘rebuttal’, ‘attack’ and ‘counterargurnen t’;

these notions are not analyzed in traditional log-

ics. Instead, they are the subject of logical ar-

gumentation frameworks. Also the comparison

of arguments, i.e. the assessment of their rela-

tive force, which in turn determines the outcome

of a dispute, falls outside the scope of standard

logic, while, as we have seen above, yet this com-

parison is not only based on procedural but also

on substantive grounds. This, too, is studied

by logical argumentation frameworks. In fact,

Gordon’s treatmeilt of these notions is based on

such an argumentation framework, viz. the proof

theory of Geffner and Pearl’s [8] logic for condi-

tional entailment. And Loui’s procedural studies

are built around work on logical argumentation

systems of [12] and [18]. In sum, a logical ar-

gumentation framework is an indispensable link

between a standard logical system and a proce-

dural model of disputation.

In fact, the precise way in which AF’s and di-

alectical protocols are linked is that an Al? re-

ceives a temporal index, relative to the state of

the debate. To see this, observe first that the

output of an AI’ is relative to its input: AF’s de-

termine the space of possible arguments on the

basis of the premises, and they determine the

status of these arguments 0]] the basis of tile ill-

put, ordering. By contrast, a dialectical protocol

is not, defined over static illforlni~tio]l l)ut over

a secluence of changing input, states. in a dis-

pute the parties rarely show all tllcir cards at

once; rather they introduce ucw stat cnlen(s al~d

claims duriag the dispute, depending o)) ti)e op

ponent’s moves. Now the {ask of a dialectical

protocol is to regulate such in formation changi-

ng moves, while the task of an AF is, cver,y time

the information has changed, to dcterlni]lc tfhc

status of the arguments that are possible ill tile

new state, given the orderiug in lorma.t iou avail-

able in the new state.

This, then, leads to our three-lcvclcd lJlodcl

of normative theories of legal argu iI}cut: an AF

is built around an underlying logic, aJ~d is wwd

iteratively in a dialectical protocol. z

Loui, e.g. with others in [11, p. 207] Ilas a dif-

[erent way of accounting for the i(eratcd use of

AF’s in dialectical protocols. I i is view is that at

each state of a dispute we should not, look at all

the arguments that, are possible givcll the infor-

mation in that state but OH1.V at, the argu Jl)cnts

that, have actually been stated; lle docw not, close

this set under logical consequence. This is re-

lated to the ‘known’ consequence relation of [~]

and it is based on his, and also C40rdon’s view

that, it is the task of Artificial Intelligence to

propose models of rational argu Incl)tation t hai

acknowledge that actual rcasoJlcrs do not I)ave

perfect, and unlimited reasoning al)ilities.

Although this view has its merits, I tl]ink that

it has no dramatic effect oJ] the usefulness of

AF’s for procedural models of dispute. Firstly,

the space of possible argunlentls caJ) I)e deter-

mined, instead of by logic oJ)ly, l)y logic p](Is (he

given resource bounds of tile rcasoJler, and even

in computing which arguments are in con(lict in-

cidental errors might, be accepted; in both cases

the conceptual view is still that, of a teln pora]ly

indexed Al?. Moreover, if errors are accepted, the

‘Also [6] have proposed a tlI ree-lcvclerl III OCICI of ar-

gumentation, In fact, they conlbine my first two levels

into one, the ‘logical’ level, and tl)ev split lny third Icvel

into two: a speech act level, cfcfinil Ig wllicli speecil acts

are possible, and a protocol level, de finiug how t he speech

acts can. may or should be used,
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role of a logical AI’ is still that of a measure of

ideality for the actual system.

4 The underlying logic

In the rest of this paper I will look in more de-

tail at possible underlying logics of an Al?. Once

the idea is accepted that arguments can be de-

feated by stronger counterargurnents, it becomes

natural to ask whether the strength of arguments

only depends on the strength of their premises or

also on the nature of the underlying logic. If all

rules for constructing arguments are deductive

the answer is clearly no; however, if arguments

can also be based on weak forms of inference such

as nonmonotonic reasoniug, induction and anal-

ogy, the answer is yes: clearly a nonrnonotonic,

inductive or analogical argument is defeated by

a deductive counterargument that uses the same

premises. So should the underlying logic of an

AF consist of a nonmonotonic logic or even a

theory of inductive or analogical reasoning?3

In the rest of this paper I will argue that the

answer is negative. I will first argue that the

structure of AF’s obviates the need for nonmono-

tonic logics at the first level. For this conclusion

it suffices to look at the relation between the first

two levels of our model. Then I will argue that

the underlying logic should neither be a formal

account of inductive and/or analogical reason-

ing. To defend this, also the relation between

the second and third level must be considered,

since some have argued that it is precisely the

procedural aspects of argumentation that allow

us to assume a theory of nondeductive reasoning

at the first level.

4.1 Nonmonotonic reasoning

Until the late seventies ‘logic’ was equivalent to

‘deductive logic’. Since then, however, research

in Artificial Intelligence has resulted in so-called

nonrnonotonic logics. Standard, deductive logic

is monotonic, i.e. valid inferences stay valid if

3Because of space limitations I will not discuss whether
there is a clear dividing line between nonmonotonic logics

and other forms of nondeductive reasoning, like induction

and analogy.

more premises are added. In other words. stall-

dard logical inferences are. given tl~e premises,

absolutely reliable; they just restate what, was al-

ready implicit in the premises. For mathematics,

which was long the prime domain of application

for logic, this is, of course, a desirable feature.

lIowever, in life’s daily affairs the inferences that

people make are ollen iess strict,: since the avail-

able information is rare] y complete or cert ail},

people often draw tentative, 01 defensible conclu-

sions, subject to evidence to the contrary. The

canonical example is that normally birds can fly,

Tweety is a bird, so we assulne that Tvveety can

fly, as long as we do not, learn tb at ‘1’weety is

a penguin, or an ostrich, or has its feet set, in

concrete, is dead, is lame, and so on. Elsewhere

(e.g. [9, 13, 16, 17]), I and others have argued

that also legal rules are defensible, i.e. subject io

exceptions and to defeat by conJlict,ing rules.

How does the defensible nature of ord i nary rea-

soning fit with the concept of an argumentation

framework? Can its underlying logic be a noll-

monotonic one? The answer is no. Above we

have seen that conflict resolution) is uot a log-

ical matter but a matter of debate a.rld should

therefore be dealt wit,h by an AF rather than

by the underlying logic. And since conflict res-

olution is an essential feature of nonmonot onic

reasoning, this means that a nonmonotonic logic

should in fact be a combination of rrly first two

levels. Indeed, many existing nonmonotonic log-

ics can be (re)interpreted in this way, as, for ill-

stance, shown in [7]. However, problems arise if

the conflict resolution principles are fixed. For

inst ante, Iogics for defensible conditionals, like

e.g. [~] build specificity into their semantics, as a

way of specifying under which conditions modus

ponens applies. This might, be regarded as an at-

tempt to stay at the first of m~~ three levels, while

the view proposed in the present paper is that, the

question Whet her modus ponens is acceptable is

answered at the second level, by considering all

possible counterarguments: iwsicle an argument,

i.e. at the first level, modus ponens is unrestrict-

edly valid; nonmonotonicity arises t’rom the pos-

sibility y to attack an argument,

The reader

vatioa, since

might be surprised by this obser-

my earlier wTor’k on AF’s in [13]
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used default logic as the underlying logic, which

is nonrnonotonic. However, this was done be-

cause of the one;directional, rnetalinguistic na-

ture of defaults: this blocks contrapositive in-

ferences, which as shown in [13] often give rise

to intuitively unacceptable arguments. What is

crucial is that inside arguments modus ponens

applied unrestrictedly to defaults: also in my

AF nonmonotonicity arose from the possibility

of counterarguments. In fact, I did not use the

nonrnonotonic aspects of default logic, captured

by the justification part of defaults, which has

to be consistent with what is known. Because

of this, my use of Reiter defaults was equiva-

lent to the use of twoplace metalinguistics com

nectives by e.g. Rescher and ( Simari and ) Loui

(cf. [15, 18,10, 11]). Philosophically, the metalin-

guistics reading of defensible conditionals can be

defended by regarding such conditionals as pref-

erences, or policies of what to believe if certain

other things are believed: a defensible rule ‘Birds

can fly’ thus reads as ‘Believing that something

is a bird is a reason for believing that it can fly’.

It should be noted, however, that the met-

alinguistics reading of. defensible rules also has

some drawbacks. Firstly, it seems that in natural

language defensible rules can freely be negated,

nested, and conjoined or disjoined with other

statements. Moreover, several defensible infer-

ences require reasoning about defaults, which is.

impossible in the metalinguistics reading. If, for

instance, by default birds fly and, also by de-

fault, bats fly, and Tweety is a bird or a bat, then

it seems natural to defensibly infer that Tweety

flies. This inference, however, requires that from

the two rules a new rule ‘by default things that

are a bird or a bat can fly’ can be derived. There-

fore it is worthwhile exploring the alternative of

formalizing defaults as material implications (or

other conditionals implying them), and let the

comparison of arguments do the nonmonotonic

job. The crucial problem to be solved here is

finding a general criterion why the unacceptable

contrapositive arguments are, although logically

valid, defeated by other arguments.

To summarise, either we should formalise de-

feafiible conditionals as metalinguistics connec-

tive, thus invalidating all forms of contraposi-

tfive in fercllce, or we should forlnalise 1Ilel]l as

conditionals implying a material ilnplication aucl

let unwanted con(rapositivc in fcrenccs be valid

but defcateci by other argunlents. In both cases

the underlying logic is n~onotol)ic., since ill both

cases modus poneus is insicle an a.rgumellt u m

restrictedly valid; de[easibility arises since such

arguments can be at, tackcd by other arguments.

l’he rest of this paper presupposes that, one of

these extremes has been chosen, bu 1: does not

rely on a particular choice.

Why have I paid so much attention to this is-

sue? ‘1’he reason is that if tllle logic underlyil]g an

Al? can be nonmonotoaic, wc are allnost ~orced

to accept also other nonclcd uctive forms of rea-

soning as possible underlying Iogics, such as ili-

ductive or analogical reasoning. Now, however,

that neecls an independent, il]vcstigatioll.

4.2 Induction and analogy

Next I discuss whether the first lCVCI of our lnodcl

can be a theory of inductive or atlalogical rea-

soning. Must we accept patterns of tlicse uoncl-

eductive forms of reasoning as argu rnents ill the

sense of an AF, or must we regard t hetn as useful

heuristics for finding new pren~iscs?

In [13, pp. 21-24] I argued for tllc la.ttcr option,

since there is nothing in the form of such ]lond-

educt, ive arguments that justilies accepting their

conclusion over not accepti]lg it. An induction~

can always bc aitackecf with i~]~ undercutting ar-

gument saying that the claimed relat ion between

premises aucl conclusion does not hold; and cvet)

llhe most specific, or most on point, analogy will

always have a counters.rgument that s( ressm the

differences and that therefore is at least as spe-

cific. Let us again use the above example, w-here

1612 BW says that, selling a house CIOCS Ilot ter-

minate an existing lease contract and assume

that the 110[1se has not been sold but don atcd.

Then a ‘logic’ for analogical reasouing would I\ot

only give rise to the analogy that both selling

and clonating are a traus[er of property, but also

to the distinction that selling is not, ihe sa.nle as

4What I have in mind here is .gencri= i.e. nom

statistical il~duction, like e.g. inductiou to Lhe future.
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donating. ‘This means that stating only the anal

ogy and not the distinction is in fact a decision to

regard the similarities as outweighing the differ-

ences. And a decision is fundamentally different

from an inference relation.

However, Rescher and Loui claim that the pro-

cedural view on argumentation gives a new per-

spective. They argue that, the strength of an in-

duction or analogy cannot be determined in iso-

lation, as with the strength of a deductive argu-

ment. Imst cad, such arguments should be evalu-

ated in the dialectical context. Individual induc-

tions or analogies may be weak but the idea is

that they are tested, criticised and improved in a

process of counterargument and rebuttal. Now a

crucial observation is that if the protocol gives a

party a fair opportunity to produce a counterar-

gument to an induction or analogy, but s/he fails

to do so, then it, is fair to demand that party’s

acceptance of the argument; recall that the basic

idea of the procedural view is that fairness and

effectiveness of a protocol for dispute makes it

just and rational to demand acceptance of the

outcome of the dispute.

In order to assess this, we must keep the na-

ture of AF’s in mind. Recall that what these

systems look at (given certain input information)

is the space of possible arguments: they tell us

which arguments of all those that are possible

are winning, losing and equalizing. Now if this is

the job of AF’s, does it make sense to regard in-

duction and analogy as argument forms? In my

view it does not, since then it becomes pointless

for a protocol to state the principle that argu-

ments have to be accepted if there is no coun-

terargument, which in itself clearly is a sensible

protocol rule. The reason is that such arguments

always have acceptable counterarguments since,

as noted above, there is nothing in the form of

nondeductive arguments that justifies accepting

its conclusion over not accepting it.

At first sight this would seem to imply that

declarative AF’s are at odds with the principle

that unattached nondeductive arguments stand.

And since this principle is very reasonable, it

would seem that AF’s have no use in protocols

for dispute. However, I think AF’s still have a

role in such protocols, if only we employ a dif-

ferent view on the place of nondeductive argw

ment in AF’s, viz, as meful heuristics for finciing

premises. If inductiou and analogy were argw

ment forms, they would with their counters.rgm

ments be contained in the set of possible argw

ments from the start. However, what is crucial

is that if they are regarded as heuristics for im

(reducing new premises, then each time a party

uses such a heuristic, the input state of the AF

and therefore also the set of possible arguments

changes, which means that the out, put, of the AF

must be redetermined. It is this iterated use of

an AF, as accounted for in our three-leveled pic-

ture of legal argument, that allows a protocol t,o

state that unchallenged incluction,s or analogies

have to be accepted.

In sum, I propose to regard analogy and in-

duction as modes of reasoning outside but con-

nected to an AF: from the point of view of an

AF they can be seen as ‘black boxes’, con Nect ed

to the AF in such a way that only their output,

mat ters: each time a black box produces a new

premise, the input state of the AF changes and

the status of arguments has to be redetermined.

To extend our example (with standard logic

underlying the AF), assume that proponent P

and opponent O agree on 1612 II W and on the

fact that the house has been donated. Now a

sensible way of using the analogy bet,weell selling

and donating is to let it, broaden 1612 BW into

the rule that no way of transferring a property

terminates an existing lease contract. By adding

this new premise and the fact that donating is

transferring a propert y, P b as crea.t ed a situation

where the new premises give rise to an argu meut

in favour of P’s own claim. And since the new

p~emises do not give rise to a counterargument,

at the present stage P is winning, which forces

O to attack the argument. If, by contrast, the

analogy had been imp]iecl ]J<ythe initial premises,

also the counteract ackiug distinction wou id have

been implied from the start a.l~cl 1’ would not at

any stage have had a winning argument.

I end by once more extending this example, as

a final illustration of the three-leveled view pro-

posed in this paper. Consider the last state of

the dispute between O and P, where given the

analogy P is winning. Now O can cou uter in two
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ways. Firstly, O can deny that the new princi-

ple underlies 1612 13W, for instance by saying

that the principle of certainty of the law, which

states that legal relations should be predictable,

does not allow broadening stat ut ory rules. This

is an undercutting attack. Most existing AF’s

then assess the resulting state as won for O, since

they let undercutting attacks succeed whatever

the priorities are of the rules involved. Then P

might try to reinstate its argument, by saying

that, alt bough in general legal security is indeed

important, 1612 BW is meant to protect the in-

terests of the tenants and that these interests

here outweigh that of the certainty of the law.

Thus P rebuts O‘s undercutting argument that

the principle is not acceptable. Most existing

AF’s then invoke priorities; a call to specificity

would again give P the winning argument.

A second strategy for O is to rebut P’s origi-

nal argument. For instance, O can use the same

analogy as P and say that, although in general

the new principle is OK, in this case there is

an exception, since the tenants earlier agreed by

contract that selling the house would terminate

the lease cent ract; then clearly the same holds

when the house has been donated. Since this is

a rebutting argument, again the priorities should

be invoked; this time an appeal to Lex Specialis

would give O the justified argument. Now P

could contest the use of specificity by invoking

a different ordering principle, for instance, if t,he

general rule was enacted at a later time, s/he

could use Lex Posterior and the claim that this

principle has priority over Lex Specialis.

Note that the last part of the debate was about

priorities. Although here only domain specific

meta criteria were used, it can also be other-

wise; they can, for instance, be standards for

good or bad legal argumentation, which fits with

Toulrnin’s view in [19] that, standards for good

and bad arguments are field related; moreover, if

from philosophy or AI certain systematic pat-

terns of good nondeductive reasoning emerge,

also these can be incorporated in the standards

for comparing arguments.

5 Conclusion

To sulnmarise the mail) results of this paprrl a

three-leveled picture l] as erncrged of normative

theories of adversarial legal argument: a tHono-

tonic underlying logic (possibly with a met aliw

guistic reason conditional), a declarative theory

for assessing the status of collflictiilg argulllclits,

and a procedural model of how to fi~iil.v and ra-

tionally conduct, a dispute. ‘1’lle picture shows

that declarative and procedural lnodcls of argu-

mentation are not rivals of cacll other; instead

they work together: a protocol for disput,e reg-

ulates how the input of an Al; call be changed,

after which the AF is used to dctcrll~ine t.hc ef-

fects of the change. The iterated llsc of AlI”s

in dialectical protocols needs not, be explained

by looking only at the actually ad val~ccd argu-

ments; it can be exclusively explained by the dy-

namic introduction of new pre]niscs, since iuduc-

tion and analogy are not, modes of i u ference but,

heuristics for introducing ncw premises.

Let us finally recapture what, fei~tu~cs of AF’s

have been particular] y important, in developing

our picture. Firstly, lny argulnent agains( the

use of nonmonotonic logics at the first level paved

the way for regarding nondeduct ivc forlm of reas-

oning as heuristics for changing t Ile in formation

slate rather than as modes of ill f’crel~ce. Tl]p rea-

son is that otherwise it would have been difficult,

to explain why some nonded uctivc forn]s of rea-

soning can and some other forms cannot serve as

an underlying logic. lIere it was crucial to regard

the construction of argulnents wil h t~vol)lace one-

direction rules as monotonic reasoniug. Furt llcr-

more, the possibility of undercutting argument, s

is indispensable in explaining wl~y induction a.ud

analogy, when viewed as argunlcn{s. [orllially a,l-

ways have nondefeated count eri~rg~l Inel]ts. lJi-

nally, the possibility 10 Ilave ally st audard for

comparing arguments and to n]odel reasoniug

about these standards is essentii)l for including

legal or even general S[ al]dards

argumentation in tile lnodcl.

for good and ba~
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